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Simultaneous Estimation of Ocean Tides and Underwater
Topography in the Weddell Sea
Edward D. Zaron1
1Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Portland State University, Portland, OR, USA
Abstract A new model for the M2, S2, K1, and O1 tides in the Weddell Sea is developed by assimilating
CryoSat-2 data into a barotropic tide model. A variational approach is used, which explicitly allows for
errors in the water depth, that is, the bottom topography in open water and the water column thickness
under floating ice shelves, so that an optimized estimate of the topography is obtained together with the
tidal fields. In preparation for assimilation, the sensitivity of the tidal elevation to the interfacial drag at the
sea floor and the ice-water interface (under the floating ice shelves) is investigated; this motivates the
development of a new drag parameterization which is more accurate and physically plausible in
comparison with the interfacial drag alone. The assimilation of CryoSat-2 data into the model results in
tidal elevations with essentially the same accuracy as previous estimates, which is demonstrated by
comparisons with independent in situ data and withheld CryoSat-2 data. The novelty of the present tidal
estimates is that they are consistent with well-defined dynamics based on the Laplace Tidal
Equations—augmented with the new parameterization of drag—and modifications of the prior estimate of
underwater topography and water column thickness. Analysis of the sensitivity to the topography finds
that, at this level of precision, the topography is not uniquely determined by the observed data.
1. Introduction
The floating ice shelves of Antarctica play a significant role in the stability of grounded continental ice,
ocean circulation and thermodynamics, and other processes related to global climate and sea level (Alley
et al., 2005; Mengel et al., 2016; Orsi et al., 1999). Considerable uncertainty exists concerning the ice shelf
processes affected by ocean tides, such as nonlinear processes near the grounding line, thermodynamics of
freezing and melting on the underside of the shelf, and stress across the ice-water interface (Padman et al.,
2018). Therefore, the mapping and dynamical modeling of tidal heights, currents, and energetics are relevant
to understanding ice shelf dynamics.
Previous work has sought to determine the ice shelf tides by measurement of vertical ice motion in situ
(King et al., 2011; Padman & King, 2017) or via remote sensing by satellite altimetry (Fricker & Padman,
2002; Padman & Fricker, 2005; Ray, 2008; Zaron, 2018) and satellite gravimetry (Wiese et al., 2016). Another
line of research has used dynamical tide models (Padman & Kottmeier, 2000; Robertson et al., 1998;
Robertson, 2005; Smithson et al., 1996), and the combination of data and dynamics via assimilation
(Padman et al., 2002). The model-based studies have emphasized the importance of bottom topography and
under-ice shelf geometry (which depends on both seafloor topography and the ice shelf thickness). A spe-
cific example is provided in the recent review by Padman et al. (2018), where it was shown that adjustments
to RTopo-2 gridded topography (Schaffer & Timmermann, 2016), which bring it in to better agreement with
historical seismic reflection data (Johnson & Smith, 1997; Smith & Doake, 1994) caused up to 40-cm changes
in modeled M2 amplitude, substantially improving its agreement with in situ data. Studies of coupled
ocean and ice shelf dynamics have also found that tides are sensitive to ice shelf thickness (Mueller, 2014;
Rosier et al., 2014).
In addition to the kinematic role of ice shelf cavity geometry, previous work has demonstrated the sensitiv-
ity of the tides to boundary layer dissipation at the sea floor and the ice-water interface. A quadratic drag
law governs the frictional stress, which leads to significant nonlinearity of the tidal dynamics (Dronkers,
1964; Snyder et al., 1979; Xing & Davies, 1995). In barotropic models the drag is usually represented by dou-
bling the friction coefficient under the floating ice, compared to its open-ocean value, in order to account for
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Figure 1. Domain of Study. (left) Shading indicates the land (grounded ice), floating ice shelves, and open ocean.
(right) Water column thickness and ocean depth (polar stereographic projection; axis tick marks every 100 km). The
red line indicates the seaward edge of floating ice shelves, and the topography landward of this line is the water column
thickness under the ice shelf. The dashed white line indicates the latitude of 74.48◦S, poleward of which the M2 tide is
subinertial.
found that best agreement between the modeled and observed tides is obtained with unrealistically large
values of the friction coefficient (Padman & Kottmeier, 2000; Robertson et al., 1998; Rosier et al., 2014;
Smithson et al., 1996). It has been hypothesized that the large friction coefficients are needed in order
to make up for a range of dissipative processes which are neglected, such as inelastic flexure of the ice
sheet near the grounding line, the generation of nonlinear overtides, the generation of baroclinic tides, and
subgrid-scale roughness of the ice-ocean interface (Padman et al., 2002, 2018).
While the aforementioned studies discussed sensitivities to water columns thickness and drag, the
data-assimilation studies have not systematically incorporated these sources of uncertainty. Instead, the
model error has been incorporated as a generic body force which is adjusted to improve agreement with
assimilated data (Padman et al., 2002); interpreting the body force in terms of the under-ice shelf geometry,
dissipation, or other dynamics is a secondary consideration.
The present approach to modeling the tides and assimilating data explicitly acknowledges the role of
uncertain and inaccurate water column thickness and uncertainty in the dissipative parameterizations. A
three-stage approach is employed which uses newly available satellite altimeter data, from CryoSat-2, to
estimate the tides, drag coefficients, and water column thickness. In the first stage, the dynamics of tidal dis-
sipation are reconsidered in order to improve agreement of tidal observations with a numerical tide model.
In the second stage, the adjoint sensitivity of the tide model is used to show that uncertainty in water column
thickness is more influential than uncertainty in drag coefficients. Finally, in the third stage, the CryoSat-2
data are assimilated into the tide model using a variational framework which optimizes the water column
thickness in relation to the altimeter data. The domain of the present work is restricted to the Weddell Sea
and its adjoining ice shelves, the Larsen Ice Shelf (LIS), and the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS; Figure 1).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses data sources for gridded water column
thickness, from which the tide models are derived, and the altimeter and in situ data, which are used
for assimilation and validation, respectively. Section 3 provides an overview of the dynamical model and
introduces new parameterizations of barotropic tidal dissipation. Section 4 uses the adjoint of the model
to study the relative sensitivity of tidal elevation to water column thickness and the dissipative parame-
terizations. In section 5 the methodology for assimilating the large CryoSat-2 data set is explained, which
enables model-constrained estimates of tidal fields and water column thickness. Finally, section 6 applies the
methodology and evaluates the results using withheld altimeter data and independent in situ data. Section
7 briefly assesses the present results in the context of other research and summarizes the main findings.
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2. Data Sources
2.1. Bottom Depth and Water Column Thickness
The bottom depth and water column thickness used in this study (Figure 1b) are taken from RTopo-2, a
self-consistent compilation of gridded ice sheet topography, ice thickness, bedrock elevation, and seafloor
topography (Schaffer & Timmermann, 2016; Schaffer et al., 2016). The development of RTopo-2 utilized a
complex sequence of objective and manual mapping procedures. Within the Weddell Sea and on the adjoin-
ing ice shelves, RTopo-2 is derived from the International Bathymetric Chart of the Southern Ocean (IBCSO;
Arndt et al., 2013), which is largely based on the Bedmap2 seafloor and bedrock grids (Fretwell et al., 2013)
and altimeter-derived maps of floating ice thickness (Griggs & Bamber, 2011). The sea floor depths under
the FRIS are based on the original Bedmap grids (Lythe et al., 2001), which were created from sounding data
and unpublished data attributed to Timmermann. In deep water off the continental shelf, ocean depth is
taken from the GEBCO-08 grid (Weatherall et al., 2015), a product which blends topography inferred from
the altimeter-derived marine gravity field with sounding data (Marks et al., 2010; Smith & Sandwell, 1997).
On the continental shelves, the marine gravity field is not well-related to the topography (Marks & Smith,
2012), so the gridded depth is obtained by interpolation of sparse soundings, many of which are separated by
hundreds of kilometers (see Figure 1 in ; Arndt et al., 2013). Water column thickness under the ice shelves
is obtained by subtracting ice thickness and bed depth from the ice surface elevation. Locations of ground-
ing lines and ice sheet edges are determined with radar interferometry (Rignot et al., 2011) and data from
the U.S. National Snow and Ice Data Center (Arndt et al., 2013).
The RTopo-2 grids comprise the initial estimate of bottom depth and water column thickness which is sub-
sequently optimized by data assimilation. Estimates for the spatial error covariance are described later in
section 5.1. Note that water column thickness is shown in Figure 1b where floating ice shelves are present,
and bottom topography is shown in the open ocean. This and subsequent maps are plotted in a polar
stereographic projection referenced to 70◦S and 45◦W.
2.2. Satellite Altimeter Data
CryoSat-2 radar altimeter data are used here for both validation of the tide models and for assimilation. The
Siral radar instrument aboard CryoSat-2 operates in different modes according to the expected surface type:
SARin mode over steeply sloped ice surfaces such as ice sheet and ice shelf margins, SAR mode over ocean
regions with sea ice, and LRM mode over the flat ice surfaces and the open ocean (Bouzinac, 2012). In the
Weddell Sea the instrument operates in SARin mode over the floating ice shelves and the nearby ocean,
and it operates in SAR mode further from shore (See Figure 2 of ; Zaron, 2018, but note that SAR mode
is incorrectly referred to as LRM mode in that figure.). A data set consisting of the combined SARin and
SAR mode data, processed according to Baseline-C standards, was provided by the Center for Topographic
studies of the Ocean and Hydrosphere (CTOH) for this study. Detailed information about the radar echo
processing and range determination may be found in McMillan et al. (2013, 2018) for SARin mode and in
Boy et al. (2017) and Bouffard et al. (2018) for SAR mode.
The CryoSat-2 data consist of measurements of water surface elevation and ice surface elevation along
the satellite ground track at 20 Hz. By using the satellite orbit and corrections for the tropospheric and
ionospheric path delays, the range measurement is converted to a surface elevation measurement. Then, cor-
rections for the solid Earth tide, pole tide, tidal loading, equilibrium long-period tides, dynamic atmosphere
correction, and sea state bias are applied to remove nonocean tidal signals (Webb & Hall, 2016). Note that
the dynamic atmosphere correction utilizes MOG2D model predictions for the wind- and pressure-driven
sea level variability over the ocean (Carrère & Lyard, 2003) and an inverse barometer correction over the
floating ice shelves. The time mean elevation has been estimated directly from the available time series, from
14 July 2010 to 21 April 2017 (orbit cycles 11 to 87), by averaging all available measurements within 3-km
× 3-km grid cells. Data used below were decimated from the 20-Hz measurements by taking the median of
elevation anomaly within 1-s blocks. This reduces the quantity of data handled in the tidal studies, while
also averaging out small-scale nontidal variability (Zaron, 2018).
Note that other satellite altimeter data are available within the study domain. ERS-1 and ERS-2 data equa-
torward of 81.5◦S were previously used in tidal studies of the Southern Ocean and Antarctica (Fricker &
Padman, 2002). These data could be used, in principle, together with data from the Envisat and Saral mis-
sions; however, the Sun-synchronous nature of these observations means they are not useful for studying
S2 tides, and special retrackers must be used to obtain measurements of ice surfaces and they are not used
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here. Data from the ICEsat laser altimeter have also been used to study tides (Brenner et al., 2007; Padman
et al., 2008; Ray, 2008), but the quantity of data is very small compared with CryoSat-2, so ICEsat data are
not used here.
2.3. In Situ Tide Measurements
In situ measurements are used as independent data to evaluate tidal solutions below. The data used are a
subset of the “Antarctic Tide Gauge Database” (ATGD) archive compiled by Padman and King (2017), and
they consist of tidal harmonic constants for floating ice surface elevation and ocean bottom pressure. The
measurement locations consist of two sites on the LIS (LAR3 and LAR1), seven sites on the FRIS (FR06,
FR07, FR10, FR09, FR02, FR03, and FR05) and eight sites in the Eastern Weddell Sea (A007, A041, A042,
A066, A010, A009, A002, and A008), the precise locations of which are illustrated in Figure 11 of Zaron
(2018). These 17 sites were selected for their accuracy, as most are based on time series of 6 months or more of
either Global Positioning System (GPS) or bottom pressure measurements (tilt-meter records were omitted).
The numeric values of the harmonic constants from GPS sites with time series shorter than 6 months differ
from the values found in Zaron (2018), which were taken from their original source (King et al., 2011). The
reason for this difference is the use of different inference parameters to estimate the harmonic constants
for the frequency pairs (S2,K2) and (K1,P1) in the two data sources (Padman & King, 2017). The difference
between the values is largest for the S2 and K1 tides, where amplitude differences of more than 1 cm are
noted; differences for the other tides are much smaller.
3. Tidal Dynamics
The development of the tide model follows previous efforts in the Southern Ocean (Padman & Kottmeier,
2000; Robertson et al., 1998; Rosier et al., 2014), with a few innovations related to the treatment of dissipa-
tive processes, discussed below. The barotropic dynamics are expressed in terms of the horizontal volume
transport vector, U, with zonal and meridional components (U,V), and the water surface elevation, 𝜂, which
are functions of latitude, 𝜃, longitude, 𝜙, and time, t. The time-varying fields (U, 𝜂) are expanded as the sum
of contributions from k = 1, … ,Nc astronomical tidal constituents,
U(𝜙, 𝜃, t) =
Nc∑
k=1
Re[U(k)(𝜙, 𝜃) exp(−i𝜔kt)] (1)
𝜂(𝜙, 𝜃, t) =
Nc∑
k=1
Re[𝜂(k)(𝜙, 𝜃) exp(−i𝜔kt)], (2)
where (U(k), 𝜂(k)) are complex-valued fields (harmonic constants), and 𝜔k are the frequencies of tides. In the
present case, Nc = 4 constituents are considered, corresponding to the M2, S2, K1, and O1 tides. Henceforth,
the superscript indicating a particular frequency (k) shall be omitted except when necessary in expressions
involving more than a single frequency.
Tidal dynamics are governed approximately by the Laplace tidal equations (LTE) augmented with a linear
approximation of the quadratic bottom drag law (Snyder et al., 1979) and an additional parameterization of
dissipation associated with topographic vorticity waves. The augmented LTE are given by
−i𝜔U + 𝑓 × U + gH∇(𝜂 − Φ) + Cdu𝑓
U
H
+ F = 0 (3)
−i𝜔𝜂 + ∇ · U = 0 (4)
where 𝑓 = 2Ω sin 𝜃k̂ is the local vertical component of the Coriolis parameter, Ω is radian frequency of
the Earth's sidereal rotation, g = 9.81 m/s2 is gravitational acceleration, H is the water column thickness
(bottom topography in ice-free regions), Cd is a spatially variable drag coefficient, Φ is the astronomical
tide generating potential modified to include solid Earth loading and ocean self-attraction (Egbert et al.,
1994), and uf is an estimate for the time-average near-bottom current speed. Unless otherwise stated, the
drag coefficient is set to Cd = C0d seaward of the ice shelves and Cd = 2C
0
d under the ice shelves, following
MacAyeal (1984), where C0d is a dimensionless constant, 2 × 10
−3. F represents an additional dissipative term
defined below. The domain, denoted , has boundary, 𝜕, comprising closed (material) and open boundary
segments, denoted 𝜕1 and 𝜕2, respectively. Boundary conditions are no-normal flow on 𝜕1,
(U,V) · n = 0, (5)
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and specified surface elevation, 𝜂d, on 𝜕2,
𝜂 = 𝜂d. (6)
As already mentioned, the complex transport and elevation fields (U, 𝜂) depend on tidal frequency (k), but
this dependence will typically be suppressed to simplify the notation. Note that H and Cd do not depend
on (k).
The above model is implemented by modifying the solver described in Egbert and Erofeeva (2002). The
grid resolution is approximately 6 km in both the x and y directions in the polar stereographic map pro-
jection. Tidal elevation on open boundaries, 𝜂d, is taken from the TPXO9.1 tide model (Egbert & Erofeeva,
2002, 2018). Insignificant changes were observed when the sensitivity experiments summarized in the next
section were repeated using additional tides and twice-refined grid resolution; hence, the above are used in
all simulations, below.
3.1. Interfacial Drag
The term, Cduf U∕H, represents the turbulent stress at the bottom of the ocean and at the top of the water
column under the ice shelves. The importance of accounting for the stress under the ice shelf has been
emphasized by many authors, but whether the under-ice drag coefficient should simply be doubled to
account for the drag at the upper and lower surfaces (MacAyeal, 1984) or whether even larger under-ice
drag coefficients are warranted is still somewhat unclear (Smithson et al., 1996) and shall be examined in
detail in the next section.
Nonetheless, even the simplified form of the quadratic drag law creates a frictional coupling of the tidal
frequencies through uf , the time-average free-stream current speed. Following Snyder et al. (1979), uf is









The optimal value of the coefficient 𝛾 f is related to the frequency content of the tides and may be found by
analysis of the quadratic bottom stress (Dronkers, 1964; Lavelle & Mofjeld, 1983; Snyder et al., 1979). Here
the values 𝛾𝑓 =
√
3 and u0 = 0.25 m/s are used so that uf is slightly larger than the root-mean-square (RMS)
current speed accounting for the resolved tides, plus a constant nontidal current. Using this approximation,
the solution of (3)–(6) is iterative, with uf being evaluated from currents computed at the previous iteration.
In practice, five iterations are typically used to produce uf converged to within a few percent.
3.2. Additional Dissipation
The last component of the dynamics to be specified is contained in the dissipative term labeled, F, above.
Preliminary models developed with F = 0 were found to have larger relative errors for the diurnal tides
as compared with the semidiurnal tides. It was hypothesized that the disparity in errors arises because
the augmented LTEs do not adequately represent dissipative processes connected with (subinertial) topo-
graphic vorticity waves at the diurnal tidal frequencies. The rich dynamics of these waves are fundamentally
controlled by the potential vorticity gradient associated with topographic slopes and can involve cou-
pling of barotropic and baroclinic motion, as well as either surface or bottom intensification (Allen, 1975;
Gratton & LeBlond, 1986; Robertson, 2001a). Observations indicate that the waves are primarily barotropic;
although, the dispersion relation is strongly influenced by mean currents and stratification (Middleton
et al., 1987; Makinson et al., 2006; Skardhamar et al., 2015). Three-dimensional modeling of the Ross
Sea, where similar diurnal shelf edge waves exist, found that tidal advection can lead to particle displace-
ments across the continental slope (Padman et al., 2009), suggesting that the dynamics are nonlinear at
leading order. Stratification and vertical mixing can act together, particularly near the critical latitude, to
create vertical shear; although, the effective drag on the barotropic tide from these processes is unclear
(Makinson, 2002).
Assuming these motions are dynamically unstable, dimensional analysis leads to two estimates for the
inverse time scale of instabilities which are related to either tidal relative vorticity, 𝜛 = |∇ × v| or tidal
advection and topographic vortex stretching, 𝜏−1a = |v · ∇H|∕H, where v is the RMS tidal current vector.
Note that 𝜏−1a ∕𝜔 may be interpreted as the Keulegan-Carpenter number, the nondimensional ratio of the
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lateral tidal displacement, |v|∕𝜔, to the topographic length scale, H∕|∇H|. To represent the energy loss asso-





U + Cv𝜛U, (8)
where Ca and Cv are nondimensional scalar coefficients for the hypothesized advective and vortical
contributions to dissipation, and the norm,
||v,∇H|| = (|u|2(Hx)2 + |v|2(H𝑦)2)1∕2, (9)
accounts for the vector nature of its arguments. Because v and𝜛 are computed from a sum over the resolved
tidal frequencies, the computation of F involves the same iterative approach as the interfacial drag. The
model for the advective contribution of F is similar to a parameterization of baroclinic tidal generation
(Zaron & Egbert, 2006); however, the similarity is purely formal since the latter is a linear process while F
is intended to model nonlinear processes. For future reference, the variational derivative of ||v,∇H|| with




|u|2HxH′x + |v|2H𝑦H′𝑦||v,∇H|| = [v,∇H] · 𝛥H′, (10)
where the latter expression provides a definition of the vector, [v,∇H],
[v,∇H] ≡ (|u|2Hx, |v|2H𝑦)||v,∇H|| . (11)
3.3. Calibration of the Frictional and Dissipative Parameterizations
The augmented LTEs described above involve three coefficients, Cd, Ca, and Cv, related to dissipative pro-
cesses. For clarity, the terms involving Cd, Ca, and Cv shall be referred to as the interfacial drag, the advective
drag, and the vortex drag, respectively.
The turbulent stress at the ocean bottom is commonly modeled with a quadratic drag law using an interfacial
drag coefficient of about C0d = 2 × 10
−3. Although the value of the drag coefficient can vary as a function of
roughness length, stratification, or bottom type (Hinze, 1975; Perlin et al., 2005; Yen, 1986), tide models are
generally not sensitive to the value used in the deep ocean since the interfacial drag is a negligible part of the
term balance there. The value of Cd is most important near the shoreline and under the floating ice shelves.
The turbulent momentum transport across the ice/ocean interface may be modeled as the sum of contribu-
tions due to skin friction plus a contribution due to pressure drag on keels of ice that extend downward into
the water column (Lu et al., 2011). Experimental determinations of Cd for the ice/ocean interface typically
find values in the range, Cd = 2 × 10−3 to 8 × 10−3, depending on how the stress is inferred (Shaw et al.,
2008; Stanton et al., 2013). Recent observations beneath the McMurdo/Ross Ice Shelf indicate that the drag
coefficient may be much larger, even exceeding Cd = 10−1 in regions with refreezing (Robinson et al., 2017).
These values of Cd are attributed to the porous and partly mobile platelet ice found on the underside of the
ice sheet. The precision of these drag coefficient estimates is not known, because different measurement
techniques were used during different phases of the experiment; however, the range of drag coefficients is
consistent with observation in environments with similar roughness elements, so even the largest values
of the drag coefficient are plausible for regions under the ice shelf, particularly where refreezing occurs
(Robinson et al., 2017).
While values of Cd well in excess of the nominal value, 2× 10−3, may be appropriate under the ice shelves, it is
not clear where these regions of enhanced drag are located or how spatially extensive they are. The situation
is further complicated by the finding that optimal agreement between tide models and tide observations
requires a frequency-dependent drag coefficient (Padman et al., 2008). An example of this for the present
model is shown in Figure 2, where the root-mean-square vector error (RMSVE) of the tides is shown as
a function of C0d, for Ca = Cv = 0 (solid lines). Results depend somewhat on what data set is used for
comparison, the ATGD (Padman & King, 2017) or CryoSat-2 (Zaron, 2018), but the minimum RMSVE is
obtained for C0d ranging from 6 × 10
−3 to 11 × 10−3, depending on tidal frequency. The larger RMSVE for
the ATGD is related to the proximity of these sites to the coast and ice shelves, while the smaller RMSVE for
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Figure 2. Root-mean-square vector error (RMSVE) of tides as a function of C0d, with Ca = 0, Cv = 0 (solid lines), and
Ca = 0, Cv = 2.5 (dashed lines). Modeled tides are compared with a subset of ATGD data (Padman & King, 2017) in
panels (a) and (b). RMSVE with respect to gridded harmonic constants from CryoSat-2 (Zaron, 2018) are shown in (c).
In the nominal case, Ca = 0, Cv = 0 (solid lines), the minimum RMSVE is obtained for C0d ranging from 6 × 10
−3 (for
O1) to 11 × 10−3 (for S2). With the new drag parameterization, Ca = 0, Cv = 2.5 (dashed lines), the RMSVE is
approximately optimized for C0d = 2 × 10
−3 for all tidal frequencies. ATGD = automated test data generation.
the CryoSat-2 data is primarily influenced by open-ocean values. The unexplained frequency dependence
of optimal drag motivates the parameterizations proposed above.
To assess the possible magnitude of F relative to the interfacial drag, Figure 3 illustrates the inverse time
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Figure 3. The inverse damping time (logarithm, nondimensionalized by f ) for the (a) interfacial drag (Rf ), (b)
advective drag (Ra), and (c) vortex drag (Ro) indicates that all three are of comparable magnitude.
The sizes of Rf , Ra, and Ro all fall within the same range in this domain, and both the advective and vortex
drag terms are large near the continental slope and the edge of the ice sheet. The small spatial scales in Ra
and Ro result from the spatial derivatives of the topography and the velocity, respectively, which define these
fields. Note that Rf , Ra, and Ro are functions of the assumed tidal velocity fields, which are here computed by
solving equations 3 and (4) with the nominal TPXO9.1 boundary conditions, Ca = Cv = 0 and C0d = 8×10
−3.
More model runs were conducted in order to examine the sensitivity of tidal elevation to C0d, Ca, and Cv.
Figure 4 illustrates the RMSVE in the (Ca,Cv) plane for C0d = 2 × 10
−3. The dominant trend is for the error
to be reduced as a function of the sum, Ca + Cv; however, there is a shallow minimum around the point
(Ca = 0, Cv = 2.5). The RMSVE in the figure is computed with respect to the ATGD data (Padman &
King, 2017); however, a nearly identical dependence on (Ca, Cv) is found when the CryoSat-2 tidal estimates
(Zaron, 2018) are used instead (not shown). The optimal (Ca, Cv) is approximately (0, 2.5) for the S2 and
O1 tides as well (not shown). With the aforementioned values (Ca, Cv), the optimal value of C0d is now close
to 2 × 10−3 for each frequency.
Taking Figures 2 and 4 together, it is apparent that a joint optimization of the drag-related parameters,
(u0, 𝛾𝑓 ,C0d,Ca,Cv), would probably further reduce the RMSVE. However, since the values of C
0
d, u0, and 𝛾 f
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Figure 4. Root-mean-square vector error (RMSVE, units of cm) for (a) M2 and (b) K1 tides as a function of the
advective and vortex drag coefficients, (Ca, Cv), with C0d = 2 × 10
−3. The RMSVE is computed relative to the ATGD
(Padman & King, 2017). Optimized values of drag coefficients are close to Ca = 0 and Cv = 2.5 (cf., dashed lines in
Figure 2). RMSVE of the S2 and O1 tides is also optimized for approximately the same values of (Ca,Cv) (not shown).
are physically plausible, further optimization does not seem warranted with the present data sets. Thus, the
values (C0d = 2 × 10
−3, Ca = 0, Cv = 2.5) are used henceforth.
For these chosen parameter values, the RMSVEs of the M2, S2, K1, and O1 tides are 5.3, 4.9, 4.7, and 3.4 cm,
respectively, compared to the ATGD. For comparison, the RMSVE of the CryoSat-2-inferred tides versus
the ATGD subset is 3.0, 2.4, 2.7, and 1.9 cm, respectively (Zaron, 2018). Since the RMSVE of the dynamical
model—with the calibrated drag and dissipation parameterizations—is larger than the RMSVE of the fully
empirical CryoSat-2 model, it motivates the consideration of water column thickness as a control parameter.
4. Adjoint Sensitivity
The previous section compared metrics of the model solutions, namely, the RMSVEs of the tidal elevations,
as the values of scalar parameters were varied. This approach to examining sensitivity, while direct, is less
useful when the parameters of interest are spatial fields, such as the water column thickness, H. Rather than
specifying arbitrary perturbations of these fields and computing changes in the model outputs, it is useful
to consider the “transpose” of this quantity and examine the perturbations of the field parameters associ-
ated with measurable changes in the solution. These perturbation fields are the so-called adjoint sensitivity
functions, which are Green's functions for the linearized dynamics (Bennett, 1992; Errico, 1997). Equiva-
lently, the adjoint sensitivity fields may be described as components of the Fréchet derivative of the model's
dependent variables with respect to the distributed, or field, parameters (Andrews & Hopper, 2011).
To be specific, let 𝜅(k)i (x, 𝑦) = 𝛿(x − xi)𝛿(𝑦 − 𝑦i), the product of delta functions, denote the kernel which
corresponds to a measurement of the complex surface elevation of the kth tidal frequency at location (xi, yi),




The adjoint sensitivity which corresponds to this measurement, say, with respect to perturbations of the
water column thickness, H′ (x, y), is defined as the field, 𝜆(k)i , such that the corresponding perturbation of
𝜂(k)(xi, yi) is given by
𝜂′




The latter expression, (16), makes it clear that one can interpret 𝜆(k)i (x, 𝑦) as a Green's function.
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Equations for the adjoint sensitivity functions may be derived from the linearization of the LTEs. For this
derivation it is useful to regard Cd, Ca, and Cv as spatially variable fields; although, they were treated as





,H,Cd,Ca,Cv), where both the dependent variables and the distributed parameters are listed explic-




v) denote a perturbation to the basic state. The tangent linearization of (3)
and (4) is given by


























+ Cv𝜛U′ + C′v𝜛U = 0
(17)
−i𝜔𝜂′ + ∇ · U′ = 0, (18)
where the superscript (k) on U and 𝜂 has been suppressed, and where the quantities ||v,∇H||, [v,∇H],
and 𝜛, defined previously, are used. Note that an approximation to the linearization has been made, which
neglects the dependence of uf , v, and 𝜛 on the underlying tidal fields.
Let adjoint variables (𝜇, 𝜁 ) correspond to dynamical variables (U, 𝜂), and let adjoint sensitivity fields
(𝜆, cd, ca, cv) correspond to (H,Cd,Ca,Cv). Equations for (𝜇, 𝜁, 𝜆, cd, ca, cv) may be derived in a manner sim-
ilar to deriving a Green's function (Zauderer, 1983); equations 17 and (18) are multiplied by the complex
conjugate of (𝜇, 𝜁 ), integrated over the domain, and integration by parts is used to group coefficients of U′ ,
𝜂
′ , H′ , etc. What results is the so-called adjoint system,






μ + Cv𝜛μ = 0 (19)


























μ∗ · U (23)
cv = −𝜛μ∗ · U. (24)
Boundary conditions on 𝜕1 and 𝜕2 are 𝜁 = 0 and 𝜇 · n = 0, respectively.




,H,Cd,Ca,Cv), and the measurement
kernel, 𝜅(k)i . The interfacial friction speed, uf , the cross-isobath flow, ||v,∇H||, and the relative vorticity, 𝜛,
are also functions of the background fields and depend explicitly on (H,U
(k)
).
Adjoint sensitivity fields for tidal elevation at a mid-FRIS site is shown in Figure 5. The adjoint sensitivity
fields can be difficult to intercompare because the physical units of the variational derivatives, for example,
𝜆 = 𝛿𝜂∕𝛿H, depend on the units of the numerator and the denominator. For the purpose of visualization,
the sensitivity is plotted using units of elevation to indicate the change of 𝜂(M2) for a unit change in the
denominator. For example, the sensitivity to H (Figure 5a) is illustrated with the quantity, 𝜆 times H; a 100%
change in H over a 6-km × 6-km grid cell will result in a change in 𝜂 equal to the value shown, the maximum
value of which is about +0.4 mm according to the color scale. The sensitivity to Cd (Figure 5b) is also scaled
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Figure 5. Adjoint sensitivity of Re[𝜂(M2)], the in-phase component of M2 tidal elevation, at a mid-FRIS site (circled).
The relative sensitivity to (a) water column thickness, H, is much larger than the sensitivity to (b) interfacial drag, Cd,
(c) vortex drag, Cv, or (d) advective drag, Ca. Note that the color scale displayed in panels (b)–(d) is a factor of 10
smaller than the scale in panel (a). Dashed line in (a) indicates the subdomain shown in panels (b)–(d).
by C̄d and indicates a maximum range of roughly ±0.04 mm; although, larger values of cd occur near the
grounding lines on the western side of the FRIS. The relative sensitivity to Cv (Figure 5c) is also largely
within the same range ±0.04 mm, approximately. Since the optimized value of Ca is C̄a = 0, the sensitivity
to Ca (Figure 5d) is not scaled; regardless, it is numerically even smaller than the other sensitivities. The
key observation from Figure 5 is that the sensitivity to topography is, overall, significantly larger than the
sensitivities to Cd, Cv, or Ca.
The adjoint sensitivity of 𝜂(M2) at other locations (not shown) shows similar patterns of sensitivity to H over
relatively large scales, and a lesser sensitivity to Cd and Cv, with local maxima near the grounding line for Cd
and near the ice shelf edge for Cv. The sensitivity to Cd near the grounding line occurs because of the 1∕H
dependence of cd, equation (22), especially in the channels where tidal transport is large (Zaron, 2016, 2017).
The adjoint sensitivities of the other tides show significant differences in detail (not shown), but exhibit the
same relative sensitivity to H compared to the dissipation parameters. For K1 and O1, the sensitivities to
H and Cv exhibit overlapping spatial patterns on the continental shelf break, which indicates that it is not
possible to unambiguously distinguish the influence of H and Cv on the diurnal tides.
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5. Data Assimilation for Simultaneous Estimation of Tides and Topography
The sensitivity of tides to topography and basin geometry is well known (e.g., Lefevre et al., 2000), and efforts
to obtain accurate bathymetry for tidal modeling are ongoing (Carrère et al., 2015). The previous discussion
has shown the degree to which the dissipative parameters, C0d, Ca, and Cv, influence the accuracy of a model
for tides in the Weddell Sea, but an analysis of the adjoint sensitivities indicates that further optimization
ought to be performed by adjusting H. In this section variational data assimilation is used to compute the
topographic perturbation necessary to further improve the tide model, as measured by its agreement with
CryoSat-2 observations.
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[𝜂(xn, 𝑦n, tn) − di]2∕𝜎2i ,
(25)
which is a maximum likelihood estimator when H is a Gaussian field with known mean, H, and spatial
covariance function, CH , and assuming unbiased measurements di, for i = 1, … ,N, are given with known
error variance𝜎2i . Note that 𝜂(xi, yi, ti) is computed from H via equations 2–(4). COB is the spatial covariance of
tidal elevation on the open boundary, and 𝜂(k)d is the open boundary data for tidal frequency𝜔k. The scalars A
and L are the area of the domain and the length of the open boundary, respectively, making dimensionless.
𝜏 is a scalar trade-off parameter used to optimize the goodness of fit (Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002).
The data error 𝜎i is estimated as the standard deviation of the data within (7 km)2 spatial bins. This is a
spatially variable quantity with a median of roughly 0.7 m in the open ocean, but values larger than 5 m
occur at the ice shelf edge and in the proximity of the coast and drifting sea ice (a map is shown in Figure 10
of ; Zaron, 2018). Because the tidal model is based on barotropic dynamics, it is not capable of representing
baroclinic signals in the altimetry that are considered a type of data error. Fortunately, the baroclinic tidal
elevation is at most a few centimeters (Robertson, 2001b), and it is regarded as insignificant compared to
the nontidal signals. To the extent that the parameterizations of CH and COB described below are reliable,
the quantity, 𝜏𝜎i, may be regarded as an improved estimate of the data uncertainty which accounts for both
instrumental measurement error and nontidal signals.
5.1. CH , the Spatial Covariance of Water Column Thickness
Models for the spatial statistics of the water column thickness are difficult to develop from first principles
as they involve a consideration of geolocation and depth error in the original bathymetry data (Marks &
Smith, 2008; Smith, 1993) and error related to interpolation, extrapolation, and gridding (Jakobsson et al.,
2002; Jakobsson et al., 2005; Marks et al., 2010; Smith, 1993). The difficulties are compounded by the
inhomogeneous density and sparsity of the observations (Schaffer et al., 2016; Wessel & Chandler, 2011).
In the development of the Bedmap2 grids, Fretwell et al. (2013) demonstrated that interpolation errors grow
approximately linearly with distance from the bathymetric control points, reaching a standard error of 130
to 300 m beyond a distance of 20 km. The standard error of the altimeter-derived ice thickness is about 100 m
(Griggs & Bamber, 2011); although, it is clearly scale dependent and may be much larger in the vicinity
of narrow features (Fretwell et al., 2013). The standard error of ice sheet thickness is probably larger than
that of the depth soundings under the ice, so it provides a lower bound on the uncertainty of water column
thickness. A more significant problem under the ice is the uncertain bed depth under the south and west
portions of the FRIS, and under the LIS. Anecdotal comments suggest that the actual depth can be hundreds
of meters deeper than indicated in the gridded products in channels within the ice cavity (Padman et al.,
2018). The interfaces between various data types are also likely to present larger errors, as data within buffer
regions at the edges of preexisting grids are downweighted in order to smoothly join them (Arndt et al., 2013;
Fretwell et al., 2013).
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Figure 6. Spatial standard deviation of water column thickness,
C1∕2H (x, 𝑦; x, 𝑦), in equation (26).
The error covariance of the RTopo-2 grid, CH(x, y; x
′
, y′ ), is represented in
the following factored form based on a bell-shaped spatial correlation,
CH(x, 𝑦; x′𝑦′) = 𝛼(x, 𝑦)H(x, 𝑦) exp
(
−(x − x
′)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦′)2




By design this function is symmetric, CH(x, y; x
′y′ ) = CH(x
′
, y′ ; x, y),
and satisfies generic properties of an autocovariance function (Cressie
& Wilke, 2011). The spatial standard deviation, C1∕2H (x, 𝑦; x, 𝑦) =
𝛼(x, 𝑦)H(x, 𝑦), is expressed as a fraction, 𝛼, of the prior water column
thickness, H. It is equal to 10% under the ice shelves and 0.5% elsewhere,
see Figure 6. Note that the covariance function CH(x, y; x, y) tapers to zero
at the coastlines and grounding lines, which can be regarded as a physical
realizability condition (Zaron, 2016).
The bell-shaped correlation function is computed from the fundamental
solution of a diffusion equation where the pseudo-diffusivity is propor-
tional to L2(x, 𝑦; x, 𝑦) = L20(x, 𝑦) (Mirouze & Weaver, 2012). The correla-
tion is continuously differentiable at all orders at zero separation, which
suppresses spurious spatial singularities (Bennett & Budgell, 1987). The
length scale, L0(x, y), is spatially variable with nominal value L0(x, y) =
100 km under the ice shelf, and L0(x, y) = 200 km elsewhere; however,
these values are modified to accommodate several considerations. First,
the error is assumed uncorrelated between locations (x, y) and (x′ , y′ )
across the ice shelf front; this is implemented with zero pseudo-diffusivity
at the ice shelf front. Second, the nominal correlation scale is clipped to
a maximum value related to a topographic length scale, L0 < H∕|∇H|. This condition is important as it
links the physical scale of the topographic gradients, H∕|∇H|, with the scale of permissible perturbations.
Without this limiter, cross-gradient correlations lead to unrealistic topographic estimates.
5.2. COB, the Spatial Covariance of Open Boundary Conditions
The spatial covariance of the open boundary condition error is represented as a spatial autoregressive func-
tion with a correlation length of 250 km. Experiments (not shown) indicated that the minimizer of  is
insensitive to the choice of this correlation length. The boundary condition variance, COB(s, s), is chosen
as 2.5% of the squared amplitude of the prescribed complex-valued data, 𝜂(k)d , from the TPXO9.1 global tide
model. This value was chosen based on experience with previous TPXO models (Zaron & Egbert, 2006;
Stammer et al., 2014). Experiments (not shown) indicate that incorporating an open-boundary error of this
magnitude improves agreement with independent (not assimilated) ATGD data by about 0.5cm in RMS (see
Table 1
Summary Comparison Tide Models Versus the Subset of the ATGD (Padman & King, 2017)
Used in Zaron (2018)
Root-mean-square vector error (cm)
CryoSat-2-based models
Nominal Underfit Zaron (2018)
TPXO9.1 Prior model (𝜏 = 0.1) (𝜏 = 700) (IRWLS)
M2 11. 5.3 3.7 3.5 3.0
S2 7.7 4.7 3.1 2.4 2.4
K1 3.3 4.9 3.3 3.4 2.7
O1 3.7 3.4 2.3 2.5 1.9
Note. ATGD = Antarctic Tide Gauge Database; IRWLS = iteratively reweighted least
squares.
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Table 1 in section 6, below). The impact of H adjustments is larger than the impact of the boundary condition
adjustments.
5.3. Approximate Optimization Over a Reduced Basis of Representer Functions
In principle, each observation, dn, constrains a one-dimensional subspace of H spanned by a so-called rep-
resenter function related to the adjoint sensitivity shown in Figure 5a (Bennett, 2002). In the present case
there are N = 2, 014, 634 measurements provided by CryoSat-2, which densely cover the entire computa-
tional domain (Zaron, 2018). The approximate minimizer of  (H), H = Ĥ, is computed by expanding Ĥ as
the sum of H̄ and a linear combination of representer fields and minimizing as a function of the expansion
coefficients. In practice, the size of N makes this approach impractical, and instead, the set of representer
functions is truncated at some number N′ < N and  is optimized over this smaller set of coefficients; this
is the reduced-basis approach described in Egbert and Erofeeva (2002). Specification of N′ is analogous to
the choice of “spline knots” in the theory of smoothing splines(Wahba, 1990).
The representer functions are computed from the tangent linear model, equations 17–(18), forced by topo-
graphic perturbations, H′i , equal to the integral of the spatial error covariance times the adjoint sensitivity,
H′i (x, 𝑦) = ∫CH(x, 𝑦; x
′, 𝑦′)𝜆i(x′, 𝑦′)dx′d𝑦′, (27)
where 𝜆i is obtained by solving equations 19–(24).
The representer functions, 𝜂′(k), quantify the extent to which the water level measurements at each site influ-
ence the tidal estimates in the entire domain, accounting for uncertain water column thickness. Examples of
these fields are presented in Figure 7 for three measurement sites (circled) located on the Ronne (Figures 7a
and 7b), Filchner (Figures 7c and 7d), and Larson (Figures 7e and 7f) ice shelves. Thus, measurements at
the mid-Ronne site are primarily correlated with M2 tides to the west of that site (Figure 7a) and correlated
with K1 under the Filchner Ice Shelf on the opposite side of Berkner Island (Figure 7b). Measurements at
the Filchner Ice Shelf are strongly related to M2 along the nearby coast (Figure 7c) and K1 along the west-
ern grounding line of the Ronne Ice Shelf (Figure 7d). LIS water level observations are related to tides at the
nearby grounding line and also further south (Figures 7e and f).
Note that the square root of the magnitude of the 𝜂i representer functions ranges from 1 to several cen-
timeters, which is of the same magnitude as the model-data misfit (cf., Figure 2). This suggests that
the magnitude and correlation scales prescribed for the water column thickness, as encoded in CH , are
plausible. The contribution from COB are of smaller magnitude and exhibit different spatial structure
(not shown).
The spatial structure of the local regression used in Zaron (2018) was motivated purely by the temporal
sampling characteristics of the CryoSat-2 orbit. One of the advantages of the data-assimilative approach
is that the dynamics instead provides the spatial structure of the tidal fields, as partly illustrated by
Figure 7.
6. Results
As mentioned above, even after decimating the CryoSat-2 data within the domain to obtain 1-Hz along-track
averages (Zaron, 2018), there are still about two million observations. In order to choose a subset of N′ < N
basis functions distributed over the computational domain, the orbit cross-over locations of CryoSat-2 were
sorted according to nearest-neighbor distance modified to account for the barotropic wave speed, (gH)1∕2,
as follows:
d2(xi, 𝑦i; x𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗) = [(xi − x𝑗)2 + (𝑦i − 𝑦𝑗)2][(gH(xi, 𝑦i))−1 + (gH(x𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗))−1]. (28)
A plot of mean separation versus number of cross-over sites, Figure 8, shows that 500 sites cover the domain
with a mean nearest-neighbor separation of about 70 km, somewhat smaller than the nominal topographic
correlation scale, L0. With the crossover sites sorted, it is straightforward to refine the reduced basis as N
′ is
increased. The location of the first 500 sites is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Representer functions 𝜂(k)i , which are the cross covariance between the complex-valued 𝜂
(k)(x, y) field and
𝜂(k)(xi, yi) at the site indicated (green star). The complex amplitude and phase of 𝜂
(k)
i are indicated as in a cotidal plot.
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Figure 8. Distribution of CryoSat-2 crossover nearest-neighbor distances. Nearest-neighbor distance is used to select
subsets of points for computing the reduced basis of representer functions. The mean spacing of the 500 sites selected
for the reduced basis is approximately 70 km (solid line). The standard deviation of separation (dashed line) varies
smoothly as a function of scale.
The estimator for H is sensitive to the prescribed spatial covariance model, CH , the first guess, H, data error,
𝜎i, and the size of the reduced basis, N
′ . To develop an objective means for optimizing available choices, a









(?̂?(xi, 𝑦i, ti) − dv,i)2
]
, (29)
Figure 9. Locations of the first 500 sites from the distribution in Figure 8 (white circles). The surface-type mask of the
Rtopo-2 grids indicates ocean (dark blue), ice shelf (green), grounded ice (light blue), and exposed rock (light brown).
The crossover sites drawn in red illustrates a coarser subset of 100 sites. The map projection is the same as in previous
figures (axis units of kilometers); however, the domain covers the entire extent of the CryoSat-2 data processed (90◦W
to 0◦W longitude; poleward of 66◦S).
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Figure 10. The goodness of fit with respect to the assimilated data (r0, red) and the withheld data (r1, black) are shown
as a function of N′ and 𝜏. Note that r1 > r0 for this particular split between assimilated and withheld data is a
coincidence of no particular significance. (a) Holding 𝜏 = 10−2 constant, r0 increases as N
′ is increased (the slight
decrease for N′ > 100 occurs because  is computed from a weighted sum of squared data errors, while the r0 metric is
unweighted), while r1 is not improved for N
′
> 50. The dashed line shows the goodness-of-fit metric computed using
the CryoSat-2 IRWLS tide model of Zaron (2018). (b) Holding N′ = 200 constant, the values of r0 and r1 both decrease
as 𝜏 is increased for 𝜏 > 0.1. For 𝜏 < 0.1, the value of r1 drops.
where ?̂? is the tidal prediction computed from the approximate minimizer of equation (25). The subscript
v = 0 indicates the goodness of fit to data which are assimilated {d0,i}, and v = 1 indicates the goodness of
fit to data withheld for validation {d1,i}. In this case, the assimilated and withheld data correspond to 95%
Figure 11. The root-mean-square vector error (RMSVE) of estimated tides
is shown as a function of the trade-off parameter, 𝜏, with respect to the
subset of Antarctic Tide Gauge Database data described in section 2.3. The
RMSVE is remarkably insensitive to the value of 𝜏 within this range, and it
is apparently optimized, or nearly so, for 𝜏 between 10 and 1,000, much
larger than the optimal value estimated from withheld data (cf., Figure 10).
and 5% subsamples, respectively, of the CryoSat-2 data set. The withheld
subsample is created by sampling every twentieth data point along the
ground track, resulting an a spatially uniform subsample.
The goodness-of-fit metrics are shown as a function of the param-
eters, (N′ , 𝜏), in Figure 10. For reference, the dashed line indicates
the goodness-of-fit metric for the iteratively reweighted least squares
(IRWLS) version of the CryoSat-2-based empirical tide model from Zaron
(2018). It is clear that the use of more than about N′ = 50 basis functions
results in overfitting the assimilated data, as the goodness of fit to the
withheld data, r1, decreases for N
′
> 50 (Figure 10a). Taking N′ = 200
as given, the trade-off plot indicates that the data are overfit for 𝜏 < 0.1,
approximately (Figure 10b). The conclusions of this validation exercise
are based on a single split between assimilated and withheld data; how-
ever, other data subsamples indicated similar results (not shown). Note
that the goodness-of-fit metric with respect to the assimilated data, r0, is
not monotonically increasing as N′ increases or 𝜏 decreases. This occurs
because r0 is not weighted by the data error, 𝜎i, as used in equation (25);
the weighted goodness-of-fit metric is monotonic (not shown). Also, note
that the maximum value of r1 displayed in Figure 10a coincides with the
IRWLS result (dashed line); this is a coincidence for this particular split of
assimilated and withheld data, and the maximum of r1 is typically within
about 0.1 cm of this value, depending on the subset of CryoSat-2 data
assimilated. The results of using the parameters (N′ = 200, 𝜏 = 0.1)
shall be referred to as the nominal case below.
The ATGD provides a completely independent means of validating the
data assimilative solutions. The goodness of fit to the ATGD is shown as
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Figure 12. Tide estimates for N′ = 200 and 𝜏 = 700. Color scale and range are the same as in Zaron (2018).
a function of 𝜏 in Figure 11. These data suggest that the M2 and S2 tidal estimates are optimized for 𝜏 = 20
and 𝜏 = 700, respectively, while agreement with K1 is optimal for 𝜏 < 0.01. The metric for O1 is variable,
but shows local minima near 𝜏 = 0.2 and 𝜏 = 200. The high-quality subset of the ATGD used here contains
only 17 sites, so this comparison has hardly the statistical significance compared with the comparison against
withheld CryoSat-2 data, but it is interesting that the error with respect to the ATGD is rather insensitive
to the choice of 𝜏. The value 𝜏 = 700 formally underfits the CryoSat-2 data according to Figure 10, but it
results in a reasonable compromise among the errors at the ATGD sites. The results of using the parameters
(N′ = 200, 𝜏 = 700) shall be referred to as the underfit case below.
Quantitative error statistics with respect to the ATGD are summarized in Table 1. Errors for the TPXO9.1
model and the CryoSat-2-derived IRWLS model of Zaron (2018) are provided for comparison in the left
and right columns, respectively. The Prior Model refers to the nonassimilating model calibrated in section
3.3. Compared to TPXO9.1 and the nonassimilative Prior Model, the present data-assimilative models agree
better with the ATGD at every frequency except K1. Agreement with the ATGD data is slightly worse than
the IRWLS model of Zaron (2018).
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Figure 13. Difference fields (root-mean-square vector error, RMSVE) of the solutions shown in Figure 12 compared
with the IRWLS solutions of Zaron (2018). Range of RMSVE is 1∕8 the range displayed in Figure 12. Note that the
domain shown in this figure does not cover the entire model domain since the models in Zaron (2018) only extend to
66◦S. IRWLS = iteratively reweighted least squares.
The cotidal charts for the underfit solution, mentioned above, are shown in Figure 12. As expected, the tidal
fields are grossly similar to previous estimates (Padman et al., 2008; Zaron, 2018), but there are differences
in detail. Figure 13 displays difference fields (RMSV difference) with respect to the IRWLS solution of Zaron
(2018). Compared to the IRWLS solution, the present estimate of M2 is slightly smaller approaching the
back of the LIS, and the amplitude varies more gradually along the southern grounding line of the Ronne
Ice Shelf. The phase propagation near the FRIS seaward edge is also perturbed, particularly to the northwest
of Berkner Island. Similar remarks apply to S2, except that its amplitude is slightly larger than the IRWLS
solution under the LIS. Larger relative differences are evident for the K1 and O1 tides, which are increased
along most of the eastern side of the Antarctic Peninsula. The peak amplitude at the continental shelf edge
is decreased in extent but increased in amplitude in both of the diurnal tides relative to the IRWLS solution.
Many smaller-scale differences between the present fields and previous works are evident in the diurnal
tides throughout the FRIS and along the east coast of the Weddell Sea. There is slight zonal waviness in
the IRWLS fields in the deep ocean (not visible in the present plots) related to the CryoSat-2 orbit, which is
completely eliminated in the present solutions.
The adjustments to the bottom topography inferred in the underfit case are shown in Figure 14. This is the
correction to the bottom topography or under-ice water column thickness which brings the tidal elevation in
to better agreement with the CryoSat-2 observations. A widespread decrease in the depth of the continental
shelf in the Weddell Sea is indicated, typically about 10% of the depth. Larger changes are localized to smaller
regions. For example, the depth under the seaward edge of the LIS (near −700 km, 2,300 km) is increased by
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Figure 14. Estimated water column thickness adjustments. (a) Change in water column thickness, 𝛥H, in units of
meters, corresponding to the “underfit” solutions in Figure 12. (b) Fractional change in water column thickness,
ΔH∕H̄. A widespread of reduction in the depth on the continental shelf around the western and southern Weddell Sea
is apparent, which is contrasted with more localized increases in water depth and water column thickness at the LIS
and along the back of the FRIS.
more than 50%, and large increases also occur along the south of the FRIS (−500 km, 1,000 km) and along
the east coast (800 km, 1,500 km). There is a substantial decrease in thickness indicated under the western
Ronne Ice Shelf (−700 km, 1,200 km).
The corrections are sensitive to the form assumed for CH and the value of the tradeoff parameter, 𝜏. For
𝜏 = 0.1, for example, the 𝛥H field contains unrealistic small-scale structure (not shown). Direct evaluation
of the objective function in the vicinity of the 𝛥H field obtained with 𝜏 = 0.1 shows that it is nonquadratic
and the tangent linear approximation is not useful for optimizing  . In contrast, the magnitude and spatial
structure of 𝛥H for 𝜏 = 700 is more compatible with the dynamics described by the tangent linear system.
It is difficult to assess the realism or accuracy of the water column thickness adjustments, which are cor-
rections to H̄ provided by RTopo-2 (Schaffer et al., 2016; Schaffer & Timmermann, 2016). The reduction
in water column thickness under the western Ronne Ice Shelf (−700 km, 1,200 km) appears to be contra-
dicted by evidence for known errors of opposite sign in this region (Johnson & Smith, 1997; Padman et al.,
2018; Smith & Doake, 1994), while the changes on the continental shelf (−600 km, 2,200 km) appear to be
plausible based on depths inferred from iceburg groundings (Luckman et al., 2010).
In the absence of more in situ observations for validation, the corrected water column thickness, H + ΔH,
is used to compute predictions for the full suite of tides, M2, S2, K1, O1, and K2, N2, P1, and Q1. The latter
four tides are generally smaller than the M2, S2, K1, and O1 tides, but together their instantaneous sum can
be as large as 0.5 m in parts of the FRIS. These four smaller tides were not included in the data assimila-
tion, described above, so the performance of the model for these frequencies with corrected water column
thickness ought to provide an independent assessment of its realism. To test this idea, the increment of
CryoSat-2 variance reduction associated with the sum of the K2, N2, P1, and Q1 tidal predictions was com-
puted (Figure 15; note that the larger tides are omitted because of the much larger positive increment of
variance reduction associated with them). The figure shows the quantity, Δv, defined as,
Δv = ⟨(𝜂i − 𝜂(H))2⟩ − ⟨(𝜂i − 𝜂(H + ΔH))2⟩, (30)
where the angle brackets indicate averaging within approximately 7-km × 7-km bins of latitude and longi-
tude, 𝜂i is the observed elevation, and 𝜂(H) is the predicted tidal elevation. Where this quantity is positive, it
indicates that the 𝛥H-adjusted tide prediction for K2, N2, P1, and Q1 is better than the nonadjusted tide pre-
diction. The meridional stripes in the pattern of variance reduction in Figure 15 are the result of geographic
correlations of the tidal phase sampled by CryoSat-2 (Zaron, 2018). The area average variance reduction
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Figure 15. Increment in variance reduction, Δv, for K2, N2, P1, and Q1 tides computed from H versus H + ΔH. The
variance reduction (units of square centimeters) is computed by averaging the CryoSat-2 statistics within
approximately 7-km × 7-km squares, each containing about 200 measurements at 1 Hz. Positive values (red) indicate
where the adjusted water column thickness leads to improvements in the prediction of these smaller tides. Although
the spatial average of Δv is positive, about 5 cm2, this value is the sum of large contributions of both signs which largely
cancel; the incremental increase in variance explained by these tides is too small to lend confidence to the ΔH field
estimated (Figure 14). (Note the geographic distortion of this map, which is based on a latitude-longitude grid; gray
areas in the northeast and northwest corners are regions not covered by the computational domain.)
is sensitive to detailed criteria for rejecting noisy or potentially anomalous data, with values in the range
±5 cm2 possible. Tide predictions at the LIS are improved, but a widespread positive impact of the adjusted
water column thickness is not apparent.
7. Discussion and Summary
The aim of this work was to produce more accurate maps of seafloor topography and under-ice water column
thickness useful for studies of Weddell Sea ice shelf dynamics or, more broadly, ocean circulation (Orsi
et al., 1999) and sea level rise (Mengel et al., 2016). The technical approach involved linearization of the
tidal dynamics and the computation of adjoint sensitivity with respect to variations in the water column
thickness, H, and, secondarily, parameters in submodels for tidal dissipation, Cd, Cv, and Ca. The linearized
system and its adjoint were then used to assimilate CryoSat-2 altimetry in order to infer both the tidal fields
and water column thickness. While this approach is a technical innovation with respect to previous efforts,
it was not capable of significantly improving the initial estimate of water column thickness provided by
Rtopo-2. A wide range of𝛥H increments is parameterized by both the trade-off parameter, 𝜏, and the number
of representer basis functions, N′ ; however, the tidal elevation at independent ATGD data sites is remarkably
insensitive to these changes (Figure 11). At this level of precision, the water column thickness is not uniquely
determined by the available measurements.
The validation against independent ATGD data led to a larger estimate for 𝜏 than was obtained by validation
against withheld CryoSat-2 data. This likely reflects the presence of spatially correlated nontidal signals (not
instrumental error) in the CryoSat-2 data. Such a correlation was not modeled in the data error term in
equation (25); therefore, correlations between the assimilated and withheld CryoSat-2 data probably bias
the selection of 𝜏 toward overfitting. The relatively small, but independent, ATGD data set is thus extremely
valuable for validation.
The proposed drag parameterizations yielded substantial improvements in the accuracy of the tide
model (Figure 2). Presumably the drag parameterization should be equally applicable in other locations
where there is coupling between the subinertial tides and topography. It is unclear if the energy loss asso-
ciated with these terms is localized dissipation (as is the case with the conventional interfacial drag) or
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loss of phase-locking due to interactions with nontidal flow. Their positive impact suggests that the distinc-
tion between tidal dissipation and nonphase-locked variability at subinertial tidal frequencies ought to be
accounted for in energetic analyses of tides. Presumably the dissipation contributes to the thermodynamics
and water mass transformations in the Weddell Sea, while the apparent dissipation related to the generation
of nonphase-locked tides does not.
Predictions for the M2, S2, K1, and O1 tides from the present work may be compared with predictions of
other models, for eample, TPXO9.1 and CATS8a, by evaluating the variance reduction with respect to the
CryoSat-2 observations. This comparison shows that the present model, for 𝜏 = 700, is unambiguously
more accurate than the global TPXO9.1 model, explaining about 370 cm2 more variance than the latter.
The variance reduction for the present model is only about 6 cm2 larger than for the CATS8a model. While
this difference is statistically significant (it is about 4 times larger than the uncertainty in this quantity, as
estimated by bootstrap resampling), it is probably not of practical significance since the present results were
obtained by assimilating these same data. We are left with the situation—perhaps unsurprisingly—where
the CATS8a and the present model each exhibit slightly better goodness of fit with respect to the data each
assimilated, ATGD and CryoSat-2, respectively.
CryoSat-2 was not optimized for tidal studies, and it is challenging to work with because of the high spatial
density of its ground tracks and its suboptimal phase sampling of certain tides. The present work has found
that the CryoSat-2 data can be used to estimate tides with a precision comparable to that available from
other data sources, even if they were not found useful for identifying topography or water column thickness.
Improvements may be anticipated from innovations in processing CryoSat-2 waveforms over ice surfaces
(Nilsson et al., 2016) and ocean surfaces (Boy et al., 2017; Idzanovic et al., 2018), and a new version of the
entire CryoSat-2 geophysical data record is being prepared (Bouffard et al., 2018). Future efforts should aim
to utilize these data more widely for mapping tides in the polar oceans.
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